CASE STUDY:

APPLEWOOD RESPITE CENTRE

Step 1

SCORPIO
PLUS

Scorpio Plus bath with detachable
transfer seat enables young people in care
to enjoy the pleasures of bathing again.
Project:

The Applewood
Respite Centre

Product:

Height-adjustable bath 		
with platform, tranfer seat
& detachable transit chair

Installation: Aquanova Scorpio Plus
Surrey County Council

Applewood Respite Centre in Tadworth, Surrey, is providing safer bathing
thanks to a unique variable-height bath from Abacus Healthcare.
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Local
Authority:

Opened in 2011, Applewood is a respite

Autism, Down Syndrome and Epilepsy.

changing and drying platform and powered

care centre for local families with disabled

A range of specialist facilities, including

transfer seat. The bath can be raised to the

children aged between five and eighteen.

assisted bathrooms with patient handling

most comfortable working height for carers,

With six beds currently, the centre is

equipment, ensure a safe, relaxing and

minimising the risk of injury and back pain.

looking to expand its services so that it can

comfortable living environment for the

The transfer seat can also be detached and

support a further fifteen families across the

children when they stay at Applewood.

used as a wheelchair eliminating the number

Surrey County. Offering a mix of day-care

of transfers between the bathroom and

and support services for overnight breaks,

After careful consideration, Abacus

other rooms. This makes bathing a safer,

Applewood can accommodate children

Healthcare was selected to supply and

quicker and more enjoyable experience for

with a variety of conditions including

install a Scorpio Plus bath with integrated

both the carer and bather.
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Elizabeth Mahdi, Centre Manager

Elizabeth continues: “This is absolutely

and qualified nurse, explains: “Here at

essential to ensure we have all the

Applewood, we are 100% focused on

appropriate facilities and support levels

providing the very best care for our young

required to meet each and every child’s

people. We offer a variety of flexible care

individual needs. My team and I are

packages to families and always complete a

committed to providing a calming and

series of comprehensive assessments prior

friendly atmosphere where children feel safe,

to offering a place.”

secure and totally relaxed. Being able to
provide assisted bathing is a crucial part of

1.

our service and it helps meet our obligations
with regards to duty of care.”
“My care team and our children have
benefited significantly from the installation
of the new Scorpio Plus bath. It can be
raised higher than our previous bath which
is important as it protects the staff from
potential back injuries. Following a hands-on
product demonstration by Bob Gibbs from
Abacus, we decided the Scorpio Plus bath
would be the ideal bathing solution to meet
our needs. As we move forward introducing
new and more specialist services, the
Scorpio Plus will help us to continue
delivering quality care.”

“The Scorpio Plus bath is in regular
use during the week as its assists
with the bathing of children
with certain conditions requiring
additional care.
The fact that the transfer seat can
be detached and converts into a
transit chair is a huge benefit when
moving children back and forth from
bedrooms.
As I have suffered from back ache
previously, I really appreciate that
the Scorpio Plus has an integrated
platform so I can change and dry
the children without having to bend
down or transfer them to another
piece of equipment.”

The installation
Abacus managed every aspect of the
project, from initial demonstration

AQUANOVA

SCORPIO PLUS
The Scorpio Plus is a variableheight bath with integrated bathing
platform and transfer seat. Designed
to accommodate bathers with a
variety of needs, the Scorpio Plus
is exceptionally versatile and is
perfectly suited to domestic or
semi-institutional settings.
The hi-lo feature allows carers
to work at a comfortable height
reducing the risk of back injury or
muscle strain. The powered seat then
safely and efficiently transfers the
bather in and out of the bath.
The built-in platform is used for
easy changing, bathing and drying
so bathers remain warm and
comfortable throughout the bathing
experience. There is also the option
to detach the seat and use it
as a wheelchair to
transfer bathers from
various rooms.

through to site survey, bathroom design,
installation and carer training. The Scorpio
Plus was positioned so that it could be
easily accessed from three sides by carers,

the original Architects to ensure the

allowing the safe and efficient transfer of

heating system was not affected.

children from wheelchairs or mobile and
ceiling track hoists.

Linda Bolding concluded: “Bathing the
children is so much easier now and this

Abacus had to overcome a number of

bath provides an excellent alternative to

installation challenges at Applewood

showering which is not always suitable in

which included having to fit the bath in

some instances.”

conjunction with its original underfloor
heating system. Being an eco-friendly
establishment, Applewood uses ground
heat to warm the building through deep
bore holes and Abacus worked closely with

Linda Bolding,
Senior Residential Worker

1. Linda Bolding, Senior Residential Worker,
operating the Scorpio bath
2. The relaxing and spacious living room at
the Applewood Centre

To arrange a free home demonstration, contact Abacus Healthcare on:

0800 988 6360
sales@abacushealthcare.co.uk www.abacushealthcare.co.uk
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